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Whether you're looking for a summer beach read or something scary to keep you up late at night, there are thousands of good books out there. From classics to tear, we've compiled a short list of quality reads to make you laugh, cry, or want to fall in love. Many of these titles are available in both print and e-book form, so
whatever your favorite delivery method is. So brew a cup of tea or pour a glass of wine, and relax with the story that transports you. Disparaging the phonics in his life, the hero-narrator, a native New Yorker named Holden Caulfield, is the quintessential 16-year-old. His story is firsthand, from leaving his Pennsylvania
prep school to going underground and AWOL in New York for three days. Confused and frustrated, he seeks the truth and opposes the fakeness of the adult world. He is emaciated and emotionally ill, in the office of a psychiatrist. After recovering from the breakdown, Holden talks about his experience to the reader.
Perhaps the safest thing we can say about Holden is that he was born into a world not only heavily attracted to beauty, but almost hopelessly punctured on it. This is a series of seven books both praised and criticized for Christian allegories, but the entire collection of short stories is worth reading for the rich narrative
alone. Following the history of anthropomorphic animals and noble people, the Chronicles intertwine with wartime England with the birth, rise and death of the magical world. Fantastic creatures, feats, epic battles in the war between good and evil, and unforgettable adventures come together in this world where magic
meets a reality that has been charming readers of all ages for over sixty years. The Chronicles of Narnia went beyond the fantasy genre to become part of the canon of classical literature. Paul and Alice Eloise's sister are getting married! In London! There will be trendy hotels, dinners in restaurants and reception in the
estate complete with tea lights and embroidered cloth napkins. They couldn't hate him anymore. A product of Donna's first marriage to a dashing Frenchman, Eloise spent her school years in the best private boarding schools, her winter holidays in St. John and a post-college life, softened by a thick, endless trust fund.
You won't be able to put down the story of the vibrant, fun life power of the family, and the complicated ways we hate the ones we love most in the most biting funny, hilariously witty and surprisingly tender novel you'll be reading this year. Hazel has just moved into a trailer park for the elderly, with her father and Diana -
his extremely realistic sex doll as her roommates. She had just ended on her marriage to Byron Gogol, CEO, and founder of Gogol Industries, being a true quarantine of Byron's family complex, her every move and vital sign tracked. As Trying to carve out a new life for himself in this uncharted territory, Byron uses the
most sophisticated tools at his disposal to find her and bring her home. This lustful comedy shines warmly, as Hazel is forced to take drastic measures to find his own home and free himself from The Virtual Paws of Byron once and for all. If you have recently experienced a breakup, you can enjoy reading this book,
exploring solo travel through four seasons and four cities. Destinations - Paris, Istanbul, Florence, New York - are all pedestrian, allowing travelers to slow down and appreciate casual pleasures rather than hurtling through museums and posting photos on Instagram. Author Stephanie Rosenbloom sees how loneliness
as a traveler - and even in her own city - contributes to becoming acutely aware of the sensual details of the world - patterns, textures, colors, tastes, sounds - in a way that is hard to do in the company of others. The best beach read, especially if you loved the Devil Wears Prada. Andy faces an even bigger problem than
Miranda Priestley - a suburb. After leaving Miranda Priestley, she worked in Hollywood as an image consultant for the stars. But recently Emily lost several clients. She needs a big opportunity, and she needs it now. So Emily, her scorned cum-client friend Caroline, and their mutual friend Miriam, a powerful lawyer turned
stay-at-home suburban mom, team up to not only navigate the social landmines of suburban Greenwich, but bring back the hearts of the American public. Grab the blanket and lock the doors. Two truths and a lie. The girls played all the time in their cabin in the Nightingale camp. Vivian, Natalie, Allison and first tourist
Emma Davis. But the game ended at night Emma sleepily watched others sneak out of the cockpit into the darkness. As an adult, Emma finds herself sorting through lies from the past, facing mysterious threats in the present. And the closer she gets to the truth about Camp Nightingale and what really happened to these
girls, the more she realizes that closure can be a deadly price. On the day the government ordered that women should no longer be allowed more than a hundred words a day, Dr Jean McClellan denied this. Soon women are not allowed to take up jobs. Girls are not taught to read and write. Females no longer have a
voice. The average person used to say sixteen thousand words every day, but now women only have a hundred to make themselves heard. Jin has one chance to regain not only his own voice, but also the voices of all other women. February 1862. Meanwhile, President Lincoln's beloved 11-year-old son, Willie, is
upstairs in the White House, gravely ill. Newspapers report that the grief-stricken Lincoln returns to the crypt several times to hold his boy's body. From this seed True, George Saunders spins an unforgettable story of family love and loss that breaks out of its realistic, historical framework in a supernatural kingdom both
hilarious and terrifying. Willie Lincoln finds himself in a strange purgatory where ghosts mingle, gripe, sympathetic, quarrel, and take strange acts of repentance. In this transitional state, called in the Tibetan tradition of the bardo, a monumental struggle for the soul of young Willie breaks out. In this perfectly accessible but
comprehensive wine guide, author Melissa Ross guides you through everything and everything from the wine culture. Narrated in his signature comedic voice, with personal anecdotes woven in among his lessons, wine. All the time will teach you to swallow confidently and make you laugh as you do it. Daniel Russell
knows how to find answers to questions you can't get with a simple Google query. In his weekly Search Research column, Russell issues a search call and then follows the end of the week with his solution using any search technology and methodology consistent with the bill. This week's challenge: Where can I get this
book? Where's the window? Answer: As some of you have pointed out, it is not difficult to understand that this stained glass is located in La Sagrada Familia, a church under construction in Barcelona, Spain. At least one person found this move difficult because they were lugging the image onto their desktop rather than
doing a Save-Like full image. Hint: When searching for images, use a good-size image and a high-quality image. Now that you know it's from La Sagrada, the next question is to find out who designed the stained glass windows. Several people automatically assumed that the stained glass window was also designed by
the church architect Gaudi, but it is not. My next request was: the designer of stained glass la sagradaIt step is not difficult: I learned that in 1999 the artist Joan Vila-Grau (or Joan Vila and Grau) was commissioned to design and make stained glass on the western facade. The church was so pleased with this part that it
was asked to design ALL windows in the church, a task he began in mid-2001 and continues to this day. Now that I know the designer, I need to find the book he wrote. So I made an obvious request: Joan Vila-Grau ... and saw that there was a Spanish-language Wikipedia entry about Grau. (I learned, among other
things, that Joan is a male name in Spain.) I thought it would be somewhat more authoritative than the English version of the Wikipedia article, so I read the article and found this phrase: ... Siendo autor de los vidrieros de la Barcelona modernista (1982) That is. he is the author of the book Glassworks of Modern
Barcelona. Now, I knew enough to know that the modernist is actually a reference to the Spanish Modernisme (or Modernista) motion design (a bit like Noveau or Jugendstihl movements), so that in modern Barcelona didn't bother me much. So I did the following obvious thing and searched de los vidrieros de la
Barcelona modernistaM to my surprise if you do that search, there are many references in Spanish, but you can not find a book with such a name. Of course, I searched Google Books-nothing. I searched Amazon and various library directories-nothing. I kept banging away at this and failed. I finally wrote to a friend at
the Library of Congress who immediately pointed out my problem: Your name is mixed languages, vidrieros is Spanish.... Try to find this name: Els Vitrallers de la Barcelona Modernista. I did this search, and vual, a lot of copies can be found even on Amazon.Knowing a little Spanish can be blinding. I knew that Grau was
Catalan and that the Wikipedia entry was in Spanish, but I incorrectly assumed that NOBODY would translate the title of the book from the original. My mistake. And it cost me a few hours while I was fussing with this mistaken person. Finding a local copy: As many of you know, WorldCat is a service provided by OCLC
(Online Library Computer Center) that provides a wonderful meta-directory for many of the world's libraries. This means that you can use WorldCat to search through many thousands of library directories for books (and other types of materials as well). In SPECIAL you can put in your zip code and it is looking for a library
near your home for the book you are looking for. As you probably know, Google Books has a link from the book page on WorldCat via Find The Library. And once you're in WorldCat, your problem is basically solved. See: According worldcat.org, there is a copy in the library of the University of California, Berkeley and
several other places nearby. Finding lessons: First, my big problem is that I ratholed on a bad version of the title. I had to realize after 30 minutes or so that there was a problem with the original name. It's not that the Spanish Wikipedia entry is wrong, it's just been translated from Catalan to Spanish (Los Vidrieros to Els
Vitrallers) which changes enough words to make all my quest fail. Perhaps every reader of the Spanish Wikipedia understands this; but I, as not a native semi-literate Spanish reader, did not. Don't keep the hole. When you fail repeatedly, try a different strategy. As all the comments have shown, there are several other
strategies that work very well. Second, sometimes you just need to know what tools (and features) are available. You should know about WorldCat and find this in the library features. Some readers have been successful in looking at libraries in the Mountain View postcode and checking their directories manually - it's a
good strategy (albeit slower). Just as you just need to know about you should know that databases like WorldCat exist. Part of being literate is... I know you'll be surprised by this... knowing a bunch of bunch If you are going to repair bikes, you should know what different wrenches do and mechanics like shifters and
cables actually work. You can't go looking up as the same 7mm box-end wrench works every time you want to use it. To be effective, you just need to know. Same: To be information literate, there are some things you should just know. And now you know a few more things. Keep reading! Look for! Answer: Where can I
get this book? SearchReSearchDaniel M. Russell is studying how people search and study-anthropologist search if you like. You can read more from Russell on his SearchReSearch blog, and stay tuned for his weekly problems (and answers) here at Lifehacker. Lifehacker. ielts test practice book 2 test 5 reading
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